
Designed to be decorative, functional, and durable

AB N N RE A

Selux banner arms are designed to provide a decorative and functional feature used to create brand awareness or generate 

excitement ahead of an upcoming event.  Use banner arms when you are trying to get your message to stand out on a busy street, 

path, or square. Banner arms meet the demands of harsh weather, wind, and UV rays, and are highly effective when you are looking 

for an opportunity to get your business name, logo, or message relayed to pedestrians or street traffic.

Form and Installation
The Selux aluminum banner arm can be made as part of the pole (custom) or simply installed by securing the attachment around 

the pole or column. Consult factory for all banner arm heights and orientations. The banner attachments can be finished in Selux 

standard colors or any of our custom RAL finishes to fit your project needs. Selux recommends that banner arms should be at least xx 

feet from ground.  Use as an available addition on round, tapered, and square poles, as well as columns. 
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B A N N E R  A R M S

Lead Time Add on to any existing project with a fast turnaround time

Mounting Any selux exterior pole or column offers the option of a banner arm  ·  single or double

Construction Various style brackets made from low copper aluminum  ·  double-sided vinyl or other materials
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Testing Wind tunnel tested for longer lasting banner  ·  water-resistant  ·  resistant to harsh UV rays Be  
Inspired.

Check out our exterior fixtures that will look great with 

a banner arm, scan QR code.

In a continuing effort to offer the best product possible, we reserve the right to change, without 
notice, specifications or materials that in our opinion will not alter the function of the product.  
Specification sheets found at www.selux.us are the most recent versions and supercede all other 
printed or electronic versions.


